EAST ASIA WORKSHOP: POLITICS, ECONOMY & SOCIETY

DINGXIN ZHAO
Professor of Sociology, University of Chicago

ORDERS OF EXPLANATION AND HERMENEUTIC CYCLES

JAN. 16, THU 5:00-6:30 PM (NEW TIME FOR WINTER QUARTER!)

TEA ROOM, SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH BUILDING (2ND FLOOR).

REFRESHMENT WILL BE PROVIDED

* Subscribe to our mailing-list at: https://lists.uchicago.edu/web/info/east-asia
* Abstracts will be posted on http://cas.uchicago.edu/workshops/eastasia
* Questions and comments can be addressed to coordinators Yuchen Yang: yucheny@uchicago.edu and Linzhuo Li: linzhuoli@uchicago.edu
* Persons with disabilities who believe they may need assistance please contact the student coordinators in advance.

This workshop is sponsored by the Council on Advanced Studies in Humanities and Social Sciences.